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Abstract: The end of Dennard scaling led to the use of heterogeneous multi-processor systems-on-chip
(MPSoCs). Heterogeneous MPSoCs provide a high efficiency in terms of energy and performance
due to the fact that each processing element can be optimized for an application task. However,
the evolution of MPSoCs shows a growing number of processing elements (PEs), which leads to
tremendous communication costs, tending to become the performance bottleneck. Networks-on-chip
(NoCs) are a promising and scalable intra-chip communication technology for MPSoCs. However,
these technological advances require novel and effective programming methodologies to efficiently
exploit them. This work presents a novel router architecture called application-specific instruction-set
router (ASIR) for field-programmable-gate-arrays (FPGA)-based MPSoCs. It combines data transfers
with application-specific processing by adding high-level synthesized processing units to routers
of the NoC. The execution of application-specific operations during data exchange between PEs
exploits efficiently the transmission time. Furthermore, the processing units can be programmed
in C/C++ using high-level synthesis, and accordingly, they can be specifically optimized for an
application. This approach enables transferred data to be processed by a processing element, such as
a MicroBlaze processor, before the transmission or by a router during the transmission. Moreover,
a static mapping algorithm for applications modeled by a Kahn process network-based graph
is introduced that maps tasks to the MicroBlaze processors and processing units. The mapping
algorithm optimizes the communication cost by allocating tasks to nearest neighboring PEs.
This complete methodology significantly simplifies the design and programming of ASIR-based
MPSoCs. Furthermore, it efficiently exploits the heterogeneity of processing capabilities inside the
routers and MicroBlaze processors.

Keywords: Network-on-Chip; FPGA; MPSoC; Manycore Systems; Application-Specific Instruction-Set;
high-level synthesis

1. Introduction

The end of Dennard scaling led to the use of heterogeneous multi-processor systems-on-chip
(MPSoCs) instead of scalar processors. The execution of an application on respective processing
elements (PEs) that are optimized for specific tasks provide a high efficiency in terms of computation
power related to energy [1]. However, the growing number of PEs increases the requirements
regarding communication.

Therefore, particular care must be taken by selecting an appropriate communication infrastructure
to fulfill the high requirements. Otherwise, the infrastructure tends to become the performance
bottleneck of the overall system. Networks-on-chip (NoCs) are a promising communication
infrastructure for MPSoCs containing a high number of PEs [1]. Communication methods from
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networks are applied and scaled-down to on-chip interconnect technology in NoCs. A NoC consists
of several routers or switches that are connected via links to each other. A PE communicates with
remaining PEs by transmitting data through routers until the message reaches its destination.

NoC-based MPSoCs can be integrated into field-programmable-gate-arrays (FPGAs) due to the
sufficient amount of configurable logic cells. FPGAs provide high flexibility and computation power;
however, the programming, as well as designing application-specific hardware, might be expensive and
complicated, using hardware description languages such as VHDL and Verilog. High-level synthesis
enables the programming of FPGAs using a programming language with higher abstraction [2].
Consequently, the productivity increases tremendously in designing hardware for FPGAs.

In addition to the rising design complexity, the programming complexity is tremendously
increased by the heterogeneity and the rising number of PEs. Hence, parallel programming models
and methodologies that try to increase the abstraction level simplify the software design and become
a crucial role. Along with the programming of heterogeneous MPSoCs, the mapping of tasks from
an application is essential and requires high expertise in the software, as well as the hardware, of the
MPSoC. A lot of mapping algorithms exist to optimize different system properties, such as performance
and energy. However, the novel approach presented in this article demands new mapping algorithms
that efficiently exploit the hardware capabilities.

The work in this article introduces application-specific instruction-set routes (ASIRs) that are
based on [3]. In [3], a router architecture consisting of a processing unit that can process transmitted
data by an application-specific processing core is presented. The processing core can be designed with
C/C++ using high-level synthesis, which provides high flexibility in terms of processing capability,
as well as a higher abstraction of the design. The internal buffers of ASIRs are exchanged by such a
processing unit, and consequently, incoming messages can be processed during the transmission. Thus,
an ASIR-based MPSoC consists of processors, such as MicroBlaze (MB) processors [4], connected to a
NoC, which executes application-specific operations using routers. Accordingly, the communication
overhead is tremendously reduced. The work in [3] is extended by a programming methodology based
on Kahn process networks (KPN) that simplifies the design of the software, as well as the hardware.
A parallel application is modeled by a KPN-based graph containing nodes that represents processes
for PEs or routers. These processes are statically mapped by a novel algorithm that optimizes the
communication cost due to the allocation of processes to the nearest neighboring PEs. The architecture
has been evaluated by an MPSoC implemented with MicroBlaze processors as PEs on a Xilinx Zynq
FPGA. This MPSoC is compared to an MPSoC that uses a NoC without application-specific processing
functionalities. The presented approach is 17.6% faster in executing an image processing algorithm
that performs a grayscale conversion, a sobel filter, and a threshold operation. Furthermore, the
communication time is exploited more efficiently by 42.8%.

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 explains the
structure of ASIR and the design of processing cores using high-level synthesis. Afterwards, Section 4
describes the programming methodology, including the task mapping algorithm based on KPNs.
The results in terms of area and performance are discussed in Section 5. Finally, a conclusion and
future works are given in Section 6.

2. Related Work

2.1. Design of NoC-Based MPSoC

Application-specific MPSoCs can provide better energy efficiency and performance due to
optimizations. An automated generation tool for custom MPSoC architectures called OOGen is
described in [5]. Using OOGen, an application-specific MPSoC can be generated with intellectual
property cores (IPs) for FPGAs, while these components are treated as classes that are modeled in
an object-oriented language. In this work, another approach is used to reduce the complexity in the
hardware design. In contrast to OOGen, routers are developed in Very High Speed Integrated Circuit
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Hardware Description Language (VHDL), and application-specific operations are implemented using
high-level synthesis tools. OOGen may require an update of the IP components for new applications.
The approach presented in this work synthesizes new applications with Vivado High-Level Synthesis.

2.2. High-Level Synthesis

Each router of the NoC can be equipped with an application-specific processing unit. This
processing unit is implemented using Vivado High-Level Synthesis. The higher level of abstraction
simplifies the programming of the FPGA system and shortens the time-to-market while addressing
today’s high system complexity. A wide variety of applications that benefit from high-level synthesis
(HLS) exists [6–9].

The authors of [6] present a Hardware/Software (HW/SW) co-design of an Orthogonal
Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) receiver implemented on a Xilinx Zynq SoC. High-level
synthesis is used to create fast IP cores for the high compute-intensive parts of the OFDM receiver.
In [7], high-level synthesis is used to do a design space exploration of an error correction unit that
performs low density parity checks. Such processing blocks are important for modern software-defined
radio systems. Another use case for high-level synthesis is given in [8]. A model predictive control
that requires an online solution of an optimization problem is developed by high-level synthesis tools.
A strategy is proposed that exploits the arithmetic operations to solve such problems on a FPGA.
The work presented in [9] offers a backend, using high-level synthesis for a domain-specific language
called HIPACC. The main area of this domain-specific language is image processing for heterogeneous
platforms. All these applications show the benefit of high-level synthesis and the importance of the
current evolution of hardware design. Accordingly, [5–9] justify the usage of high-level synthesis in
the presented approach.

In [10], an HLS-generated router was developed and compared to a buffered mesh router.
The authors of [10] show that the HLS-generated router is 3.5× smaller and 2.5× faster in terms
of the clock period. They also designed a router with Relative Location (RLOCS) attributes, consuming
only 60 LUTs and 100 FFs. The focus of [10] is a highly lightweight NoC for FPGAs.

In this work, high-level synthesis is used to develop the internal processing units of a router. In this
manner, the router design benefits, as do the abovementioned works, from the reduced development
time, as well as the simplified programming, of FPGAs. Furthermore, the remaining components
of the router are developed and optimized in VHDL as a base FPGA architecture, which provides
compatible interfaces for high-level synthesized processing units. Using application-specific processing
capabilities inside a router, the transmission time can be efficiently exploited.

2.3. Network-on-Chip

NoCs try to apply network methods to on-chip communication. In [11], the integration of FPGAs
inside a network interface is discussed for efficient computations. In this paper, an on-chip solution
is presented that integrates the processing capability into the router. This enables processing while
the data is transmitted through the NoC. Processing capacity located at a network interface requires
transmission out of the router to the network interface and back to the router, resulting in a greater
delay, in contrast to the presented approach.

In most MPSoCs, the main focus is the optimization of the transmission time of the on-chip
communication scheme. The work in [12] presents an overloaded code-division multiple access
(CDMA) for on-chip communication. It optimizes performance by a crossbar using CDMA.
The advantage of a CDMA block is fixed latency, reduced arbitration, and higher bandwidth compared
to a general crossbar. Another approach providing predictable latency is XNoC [13], which is a
time-division-multiplexed (TDM) circuit-switched NoC. It switches between different routes within
a predictable latency. In addition, it adapts itself by reconfiguring PEs. The reconfiguration time is
hidden by overlapping with communication.
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The focus of the NoC developed in this paper is not a predictable latency. However, the presented
approach can also be applied to TDM-based NoCs, which allows the prediction of transmission
latencies provided that the application-specific processing unit is predictable.

In [14], the router microarchitecture has been optimized in terms of performance using three
approaches. Two pipeline stages were added to the router by dividing the operations of the router
into two. A modified backpressure flow control mechanism was implemented, which supports high
frequency and pipelined operation, and different buffering schemes were explored to sustain low
queuing delays.

All the previously mentioned approaches divide the execution time of an application into the
processing time of the PEs and the communication time of the on-chip communication. The approach of
this paper shifts parts of the processing time to the communication time. Data is not only processed on
an application-specific basis by the PEs but also during data transfers. Accordingly, the communication
time is used more efficiently than in other NoCs.

MPSoCs that use a shared memory system can benefit from in-memory computing. This approach
also equips the memory with processing capabilities as PEs to use more efficiently the memory transfers.
ReVamp [15] is a general-purpose computing platform based on resistive random access memory
(RRAM) crossbar array. The resistive RAM crossbar array exploits the parallelism in computing
multiple logic operations in the same word. ReVAMP is a Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW)
architecture for in-memory computing. In [16], an in-memory reconfigurable architecture based
on RRAM crossbar structure is presented. It achieves full programmability across computation
and storage.

However, an MPSoC based on shared memory communications does not scale efficiently in
terms of performance for an increasing number of PEs compared to a NoC. IPNoSys II [17] is a new
programming model evaluated in a mesh-based NoC. The NoC is indirect and equipped with memory
blocks instead of PEs for storing data and forwarding it through the NoC. The routers of IPNoSys II
are able to execute general-purpose instructions during data transfers.

Compared to our work, MicroBlaze processors are attached to every router of a direct mesh-based
NoC. This structure of MicroBlazes and routers capable of executing application-specific instructions
provides more flexibility in terms of programming and functionalities.

2.4. Programming and Task Mapping

The programming and task mapping on such MPSoCs are complex and require novel approaches
to handle this complexity. A survey of different mapping algorithms for static and dynamic workload
is given in [18]. Kahn process networks (KPNs) are a model of computation and can be used for
dataflow programming of distributed systems. It is a well-known and widely used model to program
embedded systems.

Khasanov et al. [19] extended this model of computation to improve runtime adaptivity while
providing implicit data parallelism on an ARM processor. This model is successfully used in a
lot of systems due to its deterministic execution and good applicability for streaming applications.
In [20], an execution model based on Kahn process networks is proposed for heterogeneous MPSoCs.
The model contains a scalable scheduler that schedules the processes defined in the execution model
on the MPSoCs. The heterogeneous MPSoC consists of general-purpose processing elements and
specialized hardware modules that communicate via a shared memory. Contrary to [20], a static task
mapping is developed based on KPNs for heterogeneous MPSoCs. The MPSoC implemented in this
work uses a NoC to exchange data that provides higher scalability compared to a shared memory
system. Moreover, the hardware architecture of the NoC uses efficiently the communication time
and requires novel mapping algorithms. Task mapping on an MPSoC is presented in [21] using
simulated annealing. In addition, an improved automatic parameter selection method for simulated
annealing is explained. Applications mapped by this algorithm are modeled as KPNs. The simulated
annealing algorithm is not appropriate for the heterogeneous MPSoC presented in this article, because
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the mapping of tasks inside a router and tasks on MicroBlaze processors have a strong dependence.
This dependence complicates the finding process of a start solution or related solutions for mapping,
and hence, new mapping algorithms are necessary.

3. Hardware Architecture of ASIR

The novel router architecture ASIR is described in this Section. The routers are arranged in a
two-dimensional (2D)-mesh topology, and they are addressable by a 3 bit X- and Y-coordinate. The 3 bit
X- and Y-coordinate allows a maximum mesh size of 8× 8. If a larger mesh topology is required, the bit
width of the address can be adapted. However, the approach used in ASIR is not limited to a topology
and therefore, can be also applied to other topologies, such as ring, torus, and spidergon. Figure 1
presents the internal structure of a generic router without application-specific functions. The routers
have four input and output ports named after the directions (North, East, South, and West) and a local
port that is directly connected to the corresponding PE. Routers located at the edges or corners have
accordingly fewer ports. Every input port can be connected to any output port through a crossbar.
The routing algorithm is locally computed inside the routers to determine the output port. An arbiter
solves conflicts between multiple messages that try to access the same output port. In this work, the
XY routing algorithm, a fixed priority arbiter, and wormhole routing [22] are used. The XY routing
algorithm is a deterministic algorithm, which means that the path is only calculated by the source and
destination address. Furthermore, the XY routing algorithm is minimal, and thus, it determines the
shortest path between the source and destination address.
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Figure 1. Internal structure of a single router [3].

In contrast to round robin arbitration, a fixed priority arbiter uses fewer resources, but the
presented approach works with round robin arbitration as well. A message consists of several flits,
such as a header flit that contains the address of the destination, payload flits that contain the data, and
a tail flit that determines the end of a message. Initially, a router analyzes the header flit to forward it
to the respective output port while reserving the input buffer for every following flit corresponding to
this message. The payload flits are forwarded to the same output port that has been passed by the
header flit. The tail flit releases the reservation for other incoming messages. The buffer size is large
enough to store a single flit. A handshake protocol between routers is implemented to store the data
inside the buffers. In this way, data loss is avoided. The bit width of the ports is configurable and set
to 32 bits.

3.1. Processing Unit

Application-specific instructions are enabled by exchanging the input buffer with a processing
unit, as shown in Figure 2. The number of input buffers that are exchanged by a processing unit
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depends on the application. By exchange of the internal buffer with a processing unit, transmitted flits
can be directly processed during transmission. A processing unit attached to a network interface would
require that the flits are forwarded out of the router to the processing core. Adding processing cores
inside the routers enables the concatenation of processing cores by forwarding flits through multiple
routers with processing cores. The concatenation of processing cores that are attached to a network
interface requires higher effort in data transmissions, because processed flits must be forwarded to
the network interface (NI) and back to the router. Accordingly, the presented approach provides
better performance.
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The processing unit consists of two multiplexers, a buffer, a processing core and a finite state
machine (FSM) including a counter. Every core, except the processing core, is developed in VHDL
without vendor-specific FPGA components. In this work, the processing core is synthesized with
Vivado High-Level Synthesis 2017.2. The first multiplexer forwards incoming flits either to the
buffer that stores the data without processing it or to the processing core, which performs the
application-specific instruction. Because an Advanced Extensible Interface (AXI) stream is used
as the communication protocol between routers, the buffer and the processing core also support AXI
stream interfaces.

The second multiplexer transmits either the flits from the buffer or from the processing core out
to the crossbar. An FSM controls the multiplexers, and therefore, it decides which flit will be processed
by the processing core or forwarded through the buffer. Additionally, to the different types of flits
in the wormhole routing, an instruction flit is defined. All flit types used in this work are shown in
Figure 3. The header flit is composed of the destination address that determines the target router of the
message, the source address that specifies the source router, a field containing the number of instruction
flits, and a field containing tag information. The field representing the number of instruction is used
by a network interface developed for MicroBlaze processors. An instruction flit is specified by an
additional bit. It contains a 16-bit counter value and an instruction field, which determines at which
router the data is processed. This counter value corresponds to the number of flits processed by the
processing core. The bit width is configurable and is set to 16 for evaluation purposes. The FSM detects
instruction flits, and based on the flits, it controls the processing core. If the specified instruction
inside the flit corresponds to the router, it configures the multiplexers to forward messages through the
processing unit until the counter from the FSM reaches the counter value specified in the instruction flit.
The payload flits consist of 32 bits reserved for data, and the tail flit is specified by an additional bit.

As previously mentioned, the processing core is high-level synthesizable. Therefore, a template
written in C has been developed for Vivado High-Level Synthesis 2017.2 that can be used to design
processing cores. These cores can be directly integrated due to compatible interfaces. The template is
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used in Listing 1 to design a processing core providing a threshold function. The values of flits that
are entering the processing core are compared to a threshold value of 110 in this threshold function.
If it is lower than the threshold, the processing core sends a flit with a value of 0. If it is greater than
the threshold, the processing core sends a flit with a value of 1. Other operations can be implemented
using this template and are only limited by the high-level synthesis tool.

The input port of the processing core is represented by an integer pointer named A. The output
port is represented by an integer pointer named B. Other data types can also be implemented. If the
data type uses more than 32 bits, the bit width must be adapted to the data type. If it uses less than
32 bits, the bit width can be adapted until the minimum value of 22 bits. The minimum value is
determined by the maximum number of necessary bits from the header flit or instruction flit.
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Listing 1. C template that implements a threshold function in the processing core [3].

1: void processing_core(int* A, int* B){
2: #pragma HLS INTERFACE axis port=A
3: #pragma HLS INTERFACE axis port=B
4: //Following code is application-specific
5: int threshold=110;
6: if (*A < threshold){
7: *B=0;
8: }else{
9: *B=1;
10: }
11: }

The router presented in this work is configured with an address size of 6 bits, a tag size of
6 bits, and a counter size of 16 bits. Accordingly, 18 bits (6 bits destination address + 6 bits source
address + 6 bits tag) contain necessary information in the header flit. The instruction flit consists
of 6 bits for the router address and 16 bits for the counter value, resulting in 22 bits. Therefore, the
minimum bit width of a router which can be implemented is 22 bits in the presented configuration.

The pragmas written in lines 2 and 3 are necessary to provide compatible AXI stream interfaces.
Furthermore, Vivado High-Level Synthesis generates control and status signals. These signals are
necessary to reset and start the high-level synthesized core. The FSM ensures an error-free operation
by setting these signals correctly. Using such processing cores, a router is able to process any function
synthesized by Vivado High-Level Synthesis. A router for mesh topologies can contain up to five
processing cores with different or the same operations. An efficient number of processing cores inside
a router depends on the application and is determined at design time. Consequently, the development
of a new application that exploits processing inside routers requires the selection and design of new
processing cores.
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3.2. Instruction and Data Flow through the Processing Unit

A message contains four different types of flits: header flit, payload flit, instruction flit, and tail
flit. If a message is transferred without an application-specific instruction, it contains only the header
flit followed by payload flits and finally, the tail flit.

Figure 4 shows the construction of messages that are processed on an application-specific basis by
a single router or two routers. The number of routers that processes a message is only limited by the
topology and routing algorithm, because each flit has an additional bit to indicate if it is an instruction
flit or not. MicroBlaze processors support a 32-bit AXI stream port. However, the total 32 bits are
used for flits and cannot set the instruction bit. Hence, the interface analyzes the header flit regarding
the number of instruction flits. The interface sets the instruction bit to ‘1′ for the number of flits that
are defined in the header flit. Consequently, the instruction flits are sent directly after the header flit.
The internal FSM of the processing unit has three states: Release, Reserve, and Idle state. Figure 5
describes the instruction and data flow of a message through the processing unit.
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Figure 4. Construction of messages containing different types of flits that are processed on an
application-specific basis by a single router (l.) and processed on an application-specific basis by
two routers (r.).

1. Initially, the FSM is in the Release state. The header flit of a message is forwarded through the
first multiplexer to the buffer in this state. The second multiplexer transmits the output of the
buffer to the crossbar. The configuration of the processing core by setting the control signals is
also done in this state.

2. Afterwards, the instruction flit enters the buffer, which leads to a change from the Release state to
the Reserve state. This state change requires that the instruction flit contains the corresponding
address of the router; otherwise, the FSM remains in the Release state. The Reserve state sets
the first and second multiplexer to the processing core. In addition, the counter increments at
every incoming flit until it reaches the number of flits that is specified in the instruction flit.
Furthermore, the instruction flit stored in the buffer is removed.

3. The FSM changes from the Reserve state to the Idle state at the moment when the counter reaches
the specified number of flits. The Idle state disables the first multiplexer so that no new flit can be
forwarded to the processing core, as well as the buffer.

4. The Release state is active again when the last flit of the processing unit has been transmitted.
In Figure 5, the tail flit, which identifies the end of the message is transmitted through the buffer.
However, further payload flits can be also transmitted.

In accordance with the presented approach, the flits that are processed by processing units are
determined at compile time.
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4. Programming and Mapping of ASIR-Based MPSoCs

ASIRs reduce efficiently the communication overhead in MPSoCs; however, the programming
of the ASIR-based MPSoCs is complex without an appropriate methodology. This is due to the fact
that the design space is tremendously increased by the heterogeneity of the ASIR-based MPSoCs.
In addition to the mapping of processes on MicroBlaze processors, processing units must be mapped
to routers as well. The mapping of MicroBlaze processes depends highly on the application, and thus,
it must be conducted for each new application. Contrary to MicroBlaze processes, the mapping of
processing units depends on the application and the routing algorithm that is supported by the NoC.
In this work, a mapping based on a deterministic routing algorithm is implemented, which allows
the precalculation of the whole path from source to destination. Therefore, a programming paradigm
based on KPNs with a complete mapping algorithm is introduced.
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4.1. Kahn Process Networks

A KPN is a widely accepted model of computation (MoC). KPNs are directed graphs, as shown
in Figure 6, consisting of nodes that represent sequential processes and edges that correspond
to communication channels between the processes. Communication channels are considered as
unbounded First In—First Out buffers (FIFOs). A process that tries to read data out of an empty
communication channel is suspended until the data arrives. That is why a read from a process
is blocking. A process that writes through a communication channel is non-blocking, because the
unbounded FIFOs are always able to receive data and forward it to the next process. A process can be
modeled by two states: active and blocked. During the active state, a process can compute data or
send data to another process. During the blocked state, a process waits for data while it tries to read it.
Figure 6 describes an application modeled by a KPN that shows four processes: v1, v2, v3, and v4. v1

sends data to v2 and v3, while it is in the active state. Initially, v2 and v3 are in the blocked state and
waiting for data from v1. After they received the data, v2 and v3 process the data and send it to v4,
while the states are changed to active. V4 reads these data and process it.
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In contrast to thread programming, KPNs cannot create race conditions, and it is obvious that this
MoC is well-suited for streaming applications. All the properties mentioned previously allow KPNs to
be efficiently executed by MPSoCs.

4.2. KPN-Based Graphs for ASIR-Based MPSoCs

The KPN is used as a programming model for ASIR-based MPSoCs that includes a mesh-based
NoC and MicroBlaze processors as PEs. An application that should be executed on such an MPSoC can
be modeled by a KPN. Each node of the KPN represents a process that can be executed by a MicroBlaze
processor or a processing unit that is placed inside a router. In order to express this heterogeneity with
a KPN, the model is extended by two different types of nodes, as shown in Figure 7. The type defines
the type of PE that executes the process. The programmer that models the application has to decide if
a process must be executed by a MicroBlaze processor or a processing unit. In future works, heuristics
are planned that decide the type of PE for a node. Because a processing unit receives a message,
executes an application-specific operation, and forwards the result to the next PE, a processing unit
always has one incoming stream and one outgoing stream. Hence, a node for a processing unit must
have one arc for the incoming stream and one arc for the outgoing stream.
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In contrast to this, a node representing a process that is executed by a MicroBlaze processor can
have any number of incoming and outgoing streams. Figure 8 shows an example of an application
modeled by a KPN-based graph that shows the complete dataflow. The graph consists of five processes
that are mapped on the MPSoC. Process v2, which has only one input and one output stream, is mapped
to a processing unit of a router. The remaining processes are mapped to MicroBlaze processors. A graph
can also contain a chain of multiple nodes that are mapped to routers. An example of a chain consisting
of N + 1 processes is given by Figure 9. Nevertheless, this chain must receive data from a node (v1) and
send data to a node (vN+1) that is mapped to MicroBlaze processors, because routers do not produce
data, and they are not connected to IOs. Moreover, the first node that sends data to a router and
the node at the end of the chain must be mapped to different MicroBlaze processors. Otherwise, the
corresponding channel dependency graph for the mesh-based NoC creates a circle. This circle is a
sufficient condition for a deadlock that can emerge.
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Each node represents a process written in C/C++. A node that is mapped to a processing
unit can be programmed using the template presented in Section 3.1. The MicroBlaze processors
are programmed in C/C++ and use a lightweight software library, which is based on Message
Passing Interface (MPI) to exchange data. This library provides an application programming interface
(API), in which every node has a unique identification (ID) that is used to send and receive data
between processes. This unique ID corresponds to the address inside the NoC and is defined by the
mapping algorithm.

4.3. Mapping of KPN-Based Graphs on an ASIR-Based MPSoC

The mapping decides which routers are equipped with processing units. Therefore, the static
mapping must be done before the bitstream is generated. Furthermore, the MicroBlaze processors
exchange data with the lightweight software library. In this library, every MicroBlaze processor has a
unique ID, which corresponds to an address inside the NoC. The address of each ID is determined by
the mapping, and hence, it must be done before the MicroBlaze programs are compiled.

The static mapping algorithm analyzes the KPN-based graph until all nodes are mapped onto the
MicroBlaze processors and routers. During the mapping, the communication cost between nodes is
optimized by placing communicating nodes close to each other.

Figure 10 gives an overview of the steps executed by the mapping algorithm. An application
modeled by a graph consisting of five nodes has to be mapped. Initially, the mapping algorithm
allocates a MicroBlaze processor for the starting node v1. Afterwards, it maps all neighboring nodes
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from v1 to the MicroBlaze processors and routers, respectively (Step 1–3). The nodes are mapped to
the closest available MicroBlaze processor, therefore optimizing the communication cost. Step 3 is a
special case, because the mapping to routers depends on the application and on the routing algorithm,
as aforementioned. Before a node is mapped to a router, the entire chain until the first node that
is mapped to a MicroBlaze is determined. The algorithm begins with mapping the last node of the
chain to an appropriate MicroBlaze processor (Step 4). Thus, the entire path from the source to the
destination node can be calculated, and all nodes to routers can be mapped. After all nodes that
are directly connected to v1 are mapped, it searches for all neighboring nodes from the next node v2

(Step 5). However, all neighboring nodes from v2 are already mapped, and therefore, it investigates
the neighboring nodes from node v3 (Step 6). As node v3 is also only connected to mapped node v5,
the mapping is complete, and the algorithm terminates.
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A detailed program flow of the mapping algorithm is presented in Figure 11. In order to efficiently
map the nodes, a mapping table is necessary that shows all available MicroBlaze processors and
routers, as well as which node has been mapped to which PE. Table 1 shows an example of a 2 × 2
ASIR-based MPSoC after a complete mapping. Initially, the table is empty and contains only addresses
of the available PEs, which are specified by the X and Y addresses of the NoC. Available PEs are the
MicroBlaze processors and the input buffers (North (N), East (E), South (S), West (W), Local (L)) of all
routers. During the mapping process, the available PEs are gradually updated with mapped nodes.
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Table 1. Mapping table of 2 × 2 ASIR-based MPSoC with MicroBlaze processors.

Address
MicroBlaze

Router
Path Length

x y N E S W L

0 0 v1 v5 - - - - 1
0 1 v6 - - - - - 2
1 0 v4 - - v3 - - 2
1 1 v3 - - - - - 3

The KPN-based graph represented by G contains a set of vertices that represents N processes.

G = { v1, v2, . . . , vN} (1)

Additionally, these nodes are connected by a set C representing m edges ei.

C = { e1, e2, . . . , em} (2)

At the beginning of the algorithm, the starting node of graph G is mapped to a MicroBlaze
processor (M << G) by adding it to the mapping table. The mapping table arranges all MicroBlaze
processors with increasing path length. As the algorithm optimizes the communication cost, it always
maps to the first free MicroBlaze processor, which has the shortest path length to the source node.
The path length in terms of hops H between two addresses can be determined by Equation (3) for a
mesh-based NoC.

H = |x1 − x2| + |y1 − y2| + 1, (3)

A is a list, which is organized as a FIFO and contains nodes that are executed by MicroBlaze
processors. Nodes that are added to this list are placed at the end of the list (A << G). Reading from
this list provides and removes the first node. The list A ensures that all nodes are investigated before
the algorithm terminates.

The active node S is the node from which all neighbors are analyzed. By reading the list A, the first
element of it becomes the active node (S← A).

The next step of the algorithm searches for the first neighboring node of active node S. This node
is represented by X. A neighbor node can be found by searching for an edge that is connected to
the active node S. In case node X will be mapped on a MicroBlaze processor, node X is added to the
mapping table.

After the node X has been mapped, node X is added to the list A (A << X). Again, this ensures
that after all neighbors of the active node S are analyzed, node X will also become the active node.
When all neighbors of the active node S have been analyzed, the next node of list A becomes the active
node. Afterwards, the algorithm checks again for adjacent nodes.

In the case that node X is mapped to a router, the algorithm determines the entire chain until a
node must be mapped to a MicroBlaze processor again. A detailed flowchart of this part is given by
Figure 12.

When all adjacent nodes of the active node S are mapped, the first element of list A is removed.
If the list A is empty, the mapping is complete, and the algorithm terminates. If the list A is not empty,
it sets the first element of list A to the next active node S.

Before the algorithm analyzes the neighbor nodes of the new active node S, the path lengths
of the mapping table are updated. The source node for the new path length is the active node S.
The following mapped nodes will have a minimum path length related to the active node S.
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The mapping of nodes to routers is described in Figure 12, which is excluded from Figure 11,
for the sake of clarity. In this part of the algorithm, another list R for routers is necessary, which
is also structured as a FIFO. If list A would be used instead of R, the nodes inside the list must be
distinguishable, because list R is only used to map processes that are executed by routers. Y represents
the active node that should be mapped to a router. The first steps are to add all nodes to the list
R, which should be mapped to routers until the first node for a MicroBlaze is found. The length of
R defines the minimum path length inside the NoC to map all nodes to routers, because one node
can be mapped to one router. This information is used to find a MicroBlaze processor for node X.
The MicroBlaze processor must fulfill two requirements.

1. The path length to the MicroBlaze processor that executes the last mapped node must be greater
than the length of R.

2. The routers that are used in this path must have enough available buffers free for all nodes in R.

Initially, the algorithm checks if the path length is long enough and afterwards, the number of
available buffers inside this path. If one of the requirements is not fulfilled, it searches for another
MicroBlaze processor with a path length that is equal to or greater than the previous path length. Every
router has five buffers available for nodes; however, a message forwarded through the routers is not
entering every buffer. Because the routing algorithm is the deterministic XY routing algorithm, the
complete path can be calculated to any destination. A message that starts from address (x,y) enters first
of all the local buffers (L) of the router located at the same address. If the next hop increases/decreases
the X coordinate of the address, the message enters the east buffer (E)/west buffer (W) of the next
router. If the next hop increases/decreases the Y coordinate of the address, the message enters the
north buffer (N)/south buffer (S) of the next router. This methodology allows the algorithm to compute
the number of available buffers for a given path.

After a possible path is found, the node at the end of the chain can be mapped to a MicroBlaze
processor. Furthermore, this node is added to list A. As mentioned, list A contains all nodes for which
the algorithm must still investigate their neighbor nodes. Therefore, this node must be added to list A
after it is mapped (A << X).

All nodes of the chain that are executed by routers are listed in R and can be mapped using the
mapping table, as well as the precalculated path. The first node of R can be always mapped to the local
buffer inside the router at the same address in case it is free. In order to reduce the hardware overhead,
the algorithm checks if the instructions that are executed by another chain of routers are the same.
In case they are the same, the processing unit inside local buffer can be shared between these chains.

The presented algorithm cannot find a mapping solution when the number of processes exceeds
the number of available PEs, because one node cannot be executed by multiple MicroBlaze processors
or routers. Nevertheless, this algorithm is able to completely map an application described by a
KPN-based graph on an MPSoC using ASIRs as long as enough PEs are available. However, it can be
guaranteed that the algorithm terminates. The complexity of the algorithm increases along with the
number of nodes and arcs in the KPN-based graph, as well as the network size. In order to decrease the
complexity, a programmer can merge tasks to a single node, and accordingly, the number of nodes and
arcs are reduced. In addition, the update of the mapping table can be changed to reduce the complexity.

5. Evaluation

ASIR is developed in VHDL and implemented on the xc7z020clg484-1 (ZedBoard) FPGA using
Vivado 2017.2. The application-specific processing core is synthesized using Vivado High-Level
Synthesis 2017.2. The system is evaluated by an image processing application, because image
processing is used in various fields, such as medical imaging [23] and automotive applications [24].
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5.1. Image Processing Algorithm

Edge detection is a fundamental procedure in image segmentation, which is the process of
dividing an image into multiple parts. Image segmentation is usually used to identify objects or other
relevant information in images.

To evaluate ASIR and its programming methodology, an edge detection algorithm is implemented.
The algorithm starts with a grayscale conversion of an image that is composed by 640× 480 RGB pixels
(red, green, blue). The corresponding grayscale value (gray) for a pixel is calculated by Equation (4).

gray =
red + green + blue

3
(4)

Afterwards, the grayscale image is filtered by a sobel operator. The pixels values are compared to
a threshold and respectively set to one or zero. The image resulting from these operations is a binary
image, which reduces the amount of data that must be transferred.

Figure 13 shows this application modeled by a KPN-based graph for an ASIR-based MPSoC.
The first node sends the data to the grayscale conversion followed by the sobel operator. Because the
image is distributed to the MicroBlaze processors in order to benefit from the parallel processing, the
first nodes send it three times to different nodes that process the same operation. This is due to the fact,
that the grayscale conversion is mapped to routers, and these nodes are only allowed to have one input
and one output stream, as mentioned. The sobel operation is performed by MicroBlaze processors,
and the threshold operation is performed again by routers. This graph models the application in
a manner that optimizes the data transmission. In all connections between different MicroBlaze
processors, application-specific operations are executed that efficiently exploit the data transfer from
one to another MicroBlaze processor. Figure 14 shows the corresponding mapping of the KPN-based
graph. The circle in this graph is not creating a deadlock due to the fact that nodes (Sobel, Master)
for different MicroBlaze processors are part of this circle. In contrast to the channel dependency
graph, the application graph may contain circles as long as the circles consist of at least two nodes
for the MicroBlaze processors. Otherwise, deadlocks can emerge. The processing unit performing
the grayscale conversion (RGB2Gray) is mapped to the local port of the router. As a consequence, all
messages that are sent from the master node to the remaining MicroBlaze processors are forwarded
through ASIRs. Messages that are sent from any other MicroBlaze processor are forwarded through
the processing unit with the threshold operation. Hence, the grayscale conversion is executed when
the master node distributes the image. After the MicroBlaze processors have executed the sobel filter,
the threshold operation is executed by the corresponding routers.
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Figure 14. 2 × 2 mesh-based MPSoC with ASIRs that perform a grayscale conversion (RGB2Gray) and
a threshold operation [3].

The graph from Figure 13 is mapped to a 2 × 2 mesh-based MPSoC with ASIRs and compared
to two different MPSoCs using the previously mentioned image processing algorithm. The first
MPSoC that is used for comparison is a 2 × 2 mesh-based MPSoC without ASIRs. The second MPSoC
corresponds to a KPN-based graph, as shown in Figure 13, using only MicroBlaze processors to execute
the processes. Accordingly, this MPSoC is a 2 × 4 mesh-based MPSoC providing the same number of
parallel processing elements as the ASIR-based MPSoC. The ASIR-based MPSoC has four MicroBlaze
processors and four processing units resulting in eight processing elements. The 2 × 4 mesh-based
MPSoC is composed of eight processing elements. However, these processing elements only consist of
MicroBlaze processors.

The image is equally distributed to three MicroBlaze processors in the 2 × 2 mesh-based MPSoC
without ASIRs. These three MicroBlaze processors execute the grayscale conversion, the sobel filter,
and the threshold operation in software. Afterwards, every MicroBlaze sends the respective part of
processed image back to the master node. A timer is used by the master to measure the execution time
of the image processing algorithm.

In the 2 × 4 mesh-based MPSoC, three MicroBlaze processors execute only the sobel filter,
three MicroBlaze processors execute the threshold operation, and 1 MicroBlaze processor executes the
RGB to gray conversion, as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. 2 × 4 mesh-based MPSoC that performs a grayscale conversion (RGB2Gray), sobel filter,
and a threshold operation.
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5.2. Resource Utilization

The resource utilization after synthesis of a single input buffer and the processing units (PU) with
the threshold operation, as well as the grayscale conversion, is presented for an xc7z020clk484-1 Xilinx
FPGA in Table 2. The resource utilizations of the different types of routers are presented in Table 3.
The MicroBlaze processors are configured in the default configuration with 64 kB local memory. Table 4
presents the resource utilization of all the MPSoCs used in this work. The area overhead depends on
how many processing units are inserted into the NoC. This decision must be made by the designer to
fulfill the overall requirements of the application.

Table 2. Resource utilization after synthesis of a single buffer and processing units with a threshold
operation and a grayscale conversion for an xc7z020clk484-1 Xilinx FPGA. PU: processing unit

LUTs FFs BRAMs DSPs

Buffer 3 34 0 0
PU (Threshold) 109 146 0 0
PU (RGB2Gray) 109 148 0 1

Table 3. Resource utilization after synthesis of a router containing only single input buffers and routers
with a threshold operation, as well as a grayscale conversion for an xc7z020clk484-1 Xilinx FPGA.

LUTs FFs BRAMs DSPs

Router 481 245 0 0
Router with PU (Threshold) 600 361 0 0
Router with PU (RGB2Gray) 601 363 0 1

Table 4. Resource utilization after synthesis of the MPSoCs using either PUs or no PUs for an
xc7z020clk484-1 Xilinx FPGA.

LUTs FFs BRAMs DSPs

2 × 2 MPSoC 6916 (13%) 5649 (5.3%) 124 (88.6%) 0
2 × 4 MPSoC 14,806 (27%) 10,973 (10.3%) 128 (91,4%) 0

ASIR-based MPSoC 9568 (18%) 9815 (9.2%) 124 (88.6%) 1

5.3. Performance Results

Figure 16 presents the execution times of the image processing algorithm. In addition, all MPSoCs
are compared to a single MicroBlaze processor. It is important to mention that the comparison to a
single MicroBlaze processor is not fair, because a single MicroBlaze processor cannot run multiple
threads in parallel. The system that uses the single MicroBlaze processor is added to justify the absolute
execution times of the MPSoCs. The frequency of the presented systems is 100 MHz.

A single MicroBlaze processor executes the application in 1.14 s. An ideal speedup of 3× can be
assumed without consideration of communication costs for the 2 × 2 mesh-based MPSoC, because the
image is distributed to three MicroBlaze processors. The results show that this MPSoC is 2.19× faster
than the same algorithm implemented on a single MicroBlaze, which is reasonable due to the additional
communication cost.

The MPSoC with ASIRs is 17.6% faster than the 2 × 2 mesh-based MPSoC without processing
units and 59.1% faster than a single MicroBlaze.

The ideal speedup of 3× results in a best achievable execution time of 0.38 s. The MPSoC without
processing units has a communication overhead of 0.14 s in contrast to the ideal execution time of
0.38 s. Accordingly, the MPSoC with processing units exploits the communication time 42.8% better,
because it has only a communication overhead of 0.06 s.
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Figure 16. Execution time (in seconds) of the image processing algorithm implemented on a single
MicroBlaze processor, a 2 × 2 mesh-based MPSoC without processing unit, and 2 × 2 mesh-based
MPSoC with processing units.

The 2 × 4 mesh-based MPSoC without ASIRs requires 1.15 s, which is slower than a single
MicroBlaze processor, although it provides the same number of parallel processing elements as the
ASIR-based MPSoC. However, not all processing elements are used in parallel, as it can be seen
in Figure 13. The RGB2Gray, sobel, and threshold operations are sequentially executed. Hence,
the 2 × 4 mesh-based MPSoC cannot benefit from the eight processing elements. The communication
overhead increases due to the integration of multiple MicroBlaze processors for each operation.
This explains the performance breakdown compared to a single MicroBlaze processor. In contrast,
the ASIR-based MPSoC uses the communication more efficiently, and that is why it provides the best
speedup from the presented MPSoCs.

5.4. Discussion of Typical Use Cases

Typical use cases that can benefit from the presented approach consist of multiple processing
stages. It is appropriate that the first processing stages perform pre-processing, such as sorting,
conversion, and compression. These stages can be implemented in the routers and provide the
pre-processed data to the MicroBlaze processors that perform the remaining processing stages.
Benchmarks usually contain several applications, such as a matrix multiplication and a fast fourier
transformation (FFT). These applications have only one processing stage to compute the final result.
Hence, the system has been evaluated with a complete image processing application consisting
of different processing stages. Furthermore, it is possible to use only routers as coprocessors that
compute a complete streaming application. The KPN-graph represents the complete chain of processes;
however, the node that sends data to the chain and receives data from the chain must be mapped to
the different MicroBlaze processors, as mentioned. Therefore, nodes that represent processes mapped
to the MicroBlaze processors can be placed in the beginning, at the end, and in the middle of the chain
that splits it. The nodes that are mapped in the middle execute processes that only receive the data
and forward it to the next router. The nodes that are mapped at the end of the chain execute processes
that only receive the data and forward it back to the first node that started the chain. Accordingly,
only routers perform the application-specific operations and execute a complete streaming application.
Using this approach, the corresponding channel dependency graph does not contain any cycle, and
hence, no deadlocks are created.
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Generally, the ASIR-based MPSoC uses a direct NoC, and accordingly, every router is connected
to a MicroBlaze processor. This resulted from the fact that the MPSoC will be able to execute multiple
applications in parallel in future work, which requires sufficient computing resources. The general
structure of a direct mesh-based NoC with enough processors is well-suited for the execution of
multiple applications. However, it is also possible to remove a MicroBlaze processor that is not used in
an application from the current MPSoC. The removal must be done manually during the hardware
design, resulting in the reduction of hardware costs.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

This work presents ASIR, which is a novel router for NoC-based MPSoCs that executes
application-specific instructions on messages during transmission, and a corresponding programming
methodology. The innovation of ASIR is the exchange of the internal input buffer with a processing
unit. The number of exchanges with processing units in a router depends on the application and
is determined by a new task mapping algorithm. The internal structure of the processing unit
consists of multiplexers, a high-level synthesized processing core, an internal buffer, and a finite
state machine. The finite state machine controls the multiplexers to forward the message through
the internal buffer or the processing core depending on incoming flits. Accordingly, a message is
forwarded through the NoC that contains data and instructions. The processing core is generated
using high-level synthesis, which in turn leads to a high flexibility because every part of a program
can be synthesized in hardware limited only to the synthesis tool. To program such an ASIR-based
MPSoC, the application can be modeled by a KPN-based graph, which is analyzed by a task mapping
algorithm that allocates the task to the nearest neighboring PEs. Each node of the graph represents a
C/C++-based process that is either compiled for a MicroBlaze processor or synthesized for a processing
core. The mapping algorithm exploits efficiently the hardware capabilities, while simplifying the
programming. An MPSoC using the presented routers is implemented and evaluated on a Xilinx
Zynq FPGA by applying an image processing algorithm. Compared to an MPSoC that uses routers
without application-specific processing, it executes an image processing algorithm 17.6% faster, while
exploiting the communication time more efficiently by 42.8%.

In future works, dynamic partial reconfiguration will be applied to dynamically map the tasks on
respective PEs.
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